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Anúncios

Reuniões científicas
09 a 10 de abril - 2015

International Conference “Local Government and Urban Governance: Citizen Responsive Innovations in Europe and in Africa”, University of Lisbon, Portugal
The 2015 Annual Conference of the IGU Commission on ‘Geography of Governance’ (IGU-GoG), to
be held in Lisbon at the Institute of Geography and
Spatial Planning – University of Lisbon, aims to explore recent developments in local government and
urban governance in Europe and in Africa, challenges and opportunities confronting local government,
and the recent reforms and institutional experiments
on both continents.
The conference is opened to participants coming
from all around the world although we aim to focus
mainly on Europe and Africa.
We welcome both country reports and international
comparisons on the new challenges and opportunities confronting local government, in particular in
Europe and in Africa.

The conference is organized in panels according to topics
and issues. We welcome proposals for papers on any aspect
of the broad area of local /urban governance, but would
particularly encourage papers on three main themes:
• Theme 1 - Local Government and Urban Governance in Europe: the impact of austerity, recent reforms and the role of local government in an ‘EU
Urban Agenda’.
• Theme 2 - Local Government and Urban Governance in Africa: democratic decentralization, good
governance and the role of local government in the
‘Post-2015 Agenda’.
• Theme 3 – The use of ICT to expand the role of
citizens in Urban Governance: national cases and international comparisons.
Participation in the Conference & Selection criteria
Participation in the conference requires the presentation of a paper. The working language of the conference will be English. All submissions will be peerreviewed for content and appropriateness to this
conference. Information on registration will be available soon in the conference website.
If necessary, contact us to discuss any ideas that you
might have for a paper on these or on other related
issues, even if with a focus outside Europe or Africa.
Email | locgovgeo@gmail.com
Web | https://sites.google.com/site/locgovgeo2015/home

http://www.africanos.eu

Reuniões científicas
28 a 29 de maio - 2015

Conference “New Political Topographies:
Trans-boundary Flows, Power and Legitimation in Africa and Beyond”, University of Edinburgh
We will be building on explorations of re-spacing,
authority and governance beyond the state in Africa
and relate it to cutting-edge work on transnationalised
sites in a range of other regional contexts.

This conference examines how the proliferation of new
political actors and/or new modes of political action
have affected political order in Africa and beyond.
It explores how new trans-boundary connections,
particularly those related to transnational, corporate,
non-governmental (NGOs) and para-statal actors,
shape political topographies: What new topographies
of power and authority have they cultivated at local,
national and transnational levels? How ‘new’ are these
developments in practice? How is legitimacy constructed and contested under these conditions? How
do these developments shape our understanding about
statehood in ‘most of the world’ (Chatterjee 2004)?

We will also engage with new work in international political sociology and geography tackling method(ologies)
for mapping emerging political topographies.
Together, these various strands provide the basis for
thinking through new political topographies from
Africa/’most of the world’ and the implications of
such thinking for a better understanding to the future
of global politics.
Emails | toafrican.studies@ed.ac.uk
Web | http://www.cas.ed.ac.uk/events/annual_
conference/2015

The vibrant debates that surround new political topographies in Africa are the springboard for this workshop.

03 a 05 de junho - 2015

CAAS Annual Congress “Ideas on Africa”,
The Canadian Association of African Studies,
University of Ottawa
CAAS 2015 focuses on the Ideas on Africa, on the African state, on development, on Africa’s place in the international community, of freedom in the postcolonial
world. Ideas on Africa will thus seek to scrutinize the
(self) representation of Africa between interventions and
engagements, with a special emphasis on the crisis on the
postcolonial nationhood or citizenship, as well as issues
ranging from democracy to Human Rights, in order to
better understand the modalities surrounding ideas on
Africa, both from within the continent and beyond.

With the independence of African states in the 1950s
and 1960s the idea of freedom was paramount.
The oppression of slavery, indentured labor, colonial
rule and violence, was now transcended by the freedom
of independence, still denied Africans under apartheid
in South Africa and under Segregation in Rhodesia.
“When I talk of freedom and independence for Africa,” Nkrumah declared, “I mean that the vast African
majority should be accepted as forming the basis of
government in Africa”.

The organizing committee, the Executive Committee of
the association, and all of its members look forward to
welcoming you to University of Ottawa in June 2015.

Writers such as Mudimbe (The Invention of Africa),
Eric Hobsbawm & Terrence Ranger (The Invention
of Tradition) and Edward Said (Orientalism) privilege
ideas as social constructivism.

Email | CAASACEA@carleton.ca
Web | http://congress2015.ca
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Reuniões científicas
21 a 22 de outubro - 2015

CFP: Decolonisation and Post-Colonial
Legacies, University of London, UK
The implications of their imperial pasts continue to
affect the contemporary internal and external policies
of six European Union member states (France, the
UK, Portugal, Belgium, The Netherlands and Spain).

The conference will focus on the complex web of
post-imperial legacies for these EU countries and
their societies, in terms of political institutions, immigration and community relations, trade, investment and aid, culture and education.

These connected, entangled historical legacies manifest themselves most obviously in the diverse diplomatic associations which draw together countries
formerly colonised by these states: La Francophonie,
the Commonwealth, the Comunidade dos Países de
Língua Portuguesa and the Cumbre Ibero-Americana; but all six European states maintain varying
institutional links.

It is intended to highlight new research on critical process
of transition for these former imperial powers, as well as
to bring historians, political scientists and others.
Deadline to submit proposals | March 31, 2015

A comparative analysis of these institutions is
timely, as that there has been too little integrated,
policy-relevant academic research into the ways in
which European policy makers continue to contend with the enduring legacies of the process of
decolonization.

Email | sue.onslow@sas.ac.uk
Web | http://events.sas.ac.uk/icws/events/view/17
396/+Call+for+papers%3A+Decolonisation+and+
Colonial+Legacies

11 a 19 de novembro - 2015

LASO Panel and Roundtable/ ASA 2015,
San Diego
The Lusophone African Studies Organization
(LASO) is accepting panel and roundtable proposals
for the 58th Annual Meeting of the African Studies
Association (ASA). The theme for this year’s conference is “The State and Study of Africa.”
LASO is entitled to sponsor one panel and one
roundtable which is guaranteed acceptance by the
ASA program committee. We may also be able to assist in forming further panels, though we are not allowed to sponsor more than one. LASO encourages
panels that are thematically or theoretically driven
and that include research on more than one Lusophone African country.

Proposals should be submitted as a Word attachment. Panel proposals should include an abstract
from each of the proposed participants as well as a
panel abstract.
Please note that African Studies Association membership is required in order to submit a proposal.

Proposals should be sent by the email indicated below
to Drew Thompson , coordinator of panel submissions
for LASO, no later than Monday, March 2, 2015.

Email | dthompso@bard.edu
Web | http://www.africanstudies.org/
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Publicações

A New Scramble for Africa?
The Rush for Energy Resources in Sub-Saharan Africa

Comparative Health Law
and Policy

Ethnicity, Democracy and
Citizenship in Africa

Global energy consumption will increase rapidly in the next decades.
The discrepancy between demand
and supply is worrisome within the
old and new cores of the world-economy. Sub-Saharan Africa meanwhile
possesses vast potential for energy
resources to be further exploited.

Health law and policy in Nigeria is
an evolving and complex field of law,
spanning a broad legal landscape and
drawn from various sources. In addressing and interacting with these
sources the volume advances research
on health care law and policy in Nigeria
and spells the beginning of what may
now be formally termed the ‘Nigerian
health law and policy’ legal field.

As an ethnic minority the Nubians
of Kenya are struggling for equal
citizenship by asserting themselves
as indigenous and autochthonous to
Kibera, one of Nairobi’s most notorious slums. Having settled there after
being brought by the British colonial
authorities from Sudan as soldiers, this
appears a peculiar claim to make.

Whilst the Global North is a traditional player in the sub-Saharan energy sector, new actors from emerging economies - especially China’s
state-owned enterprises but also Brazilian, Indian and South African giants - have entered what appears to be
a scramble for the largely untapped
energy resources of the region. This
book is the first to bring together
comparative perspectives on:
This book also advances a materialist approach applicable in geographical and political-scientific research,
showing that much insight can be
gained by concentrating on the material environment that shapes economic and political phenomena.

The collection provides a comparative
analysis of relevant health policies and
laws, such as reproductive and sexual
health policy, organ donation and
transplantation, abortion and assisted
conception, with those in the United
Kingdom, United States, Canada and
South Africa. It critically examines the
duties and rights of physicians, patients,
health institutions and organizations,
and government parastatals against
the backdrop of increased awareness of
rights among patient populations. The
subjects, which are discussed from a legal, ethical and policy-reform perspective, critique current legislation and policies and make suggestions for reform.

Autor: Sören Scholvin
Editora: Ashgate, 2014
ISBN: 978-147-243-076-2
Preço: : £60.00 (Hardback)
Encomendas: http://www.ashgate.com/
isbn/9781472430762

Autor: Irehobhude O. Iyioha and Remigius N. Nwabueze
Editora: Ashgate, 348 pp., 2015
ISBN: 978-147-243-677-1
Preço: £80.00 (Hardback)
Encomendas: http://www.ashgate.com/
isbn/9781472436771
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It is a claim that illuminates the hierarchical nature of Kenya’s ethnicised
citizenship regime and the multifaceted nature of citizenship itself.
This book explores two kinds of citizenship deficits; those experienced
by the Nubians in Kenya and, more
centrally, those which represent the
limits of citizenship theories.
The author argues for an understanding of citizenship as made up
of multiple component parts: status, rights and membership, which
are often disaggregated through
time, across geographic spaces and
amongst different people.

Autor: Samantha Balaton-Chrimes
Editora: Ashgate, 214 pp., 2015
ISBN: 978-147-244-066-2
Preço: £60.00 (Hardback)
Encomendas: http://www.ashgate.com/
isbn/9781472440662

Publicações

The Postcolonial Intellectual. Ngu~gu~ wa Thiong’o in
Context

Witchcraft, Witches, and
Violence in Ghana

Architecture in Black

Addressing a neglected dimension
in postcolonial scholarship, Oliver
Lovesey examines the figure of the
postcolonial intellectual as repeatedly evoked by the fabled troika of
Said, Spivak, and Bhabha and by
members of the pan-African diaspora such as Cabral, Fanon, and James.
Lovesey’s primary focus is Ngu~gu~
wa Thiong’o, one of the greatest writers of post-independence Africa.

Witchcraft violence is a feature of
many contemporary African societies. In Ghana, belief in witchcraft
and the malignant activities of putative witches is prevalent; purported
witches are blamed for all manner
of adversities including inexplicable
illnesses and untimely deaths.

Based on analysis of historical, philosophical, and semiotic texts, Architecture in Black presents a systematic
examination of the theoretical relationship between architecture and blackness. Now updated, this original study
draws on a wider range of case studies,
highlighting the racial techniques that
can legitimize modern historicity, philosophy and architectural theory.

Ngu~gu~ continues to be a vibrant cultural agitator and innovator who, in contrast to many other
public intellectuals, has participated directly in grassroots cultural
renewal, enduring imprisonment
and exile as a consequence of his
engagement in political action.
Lovesey’s comprehensive study
concentrates on Ngu~gu~’s nonfictional prose writings, including
his largely overlooked early journalism and his most recent autobiographical and theoretical work.

Autor: Oliver Lovesey
Editora: Ashgate, 244 pp., 2015
ISBN: 978-140-940-901-4
Preço: $104.95 (Hardback)
Encomendas: http://www.ashgate.com/
default.aspx?page=637&calcTitle=1&is
bn=9781409409014&lang=cy-gb

As in other historical periods and
other societies, in contemporary
Ghana, alleged witches are typically female, elderly, poor and marginalized. Childhood socialization
in homes and schools, exposure to
mass media, and other institutional
mechanisms ensure that witchcraft
beliefs are transmitted across generations and entrenched over time.
This book provides a detailed account of Ghanaian witchcraft beliefs and practices and their role
in fueling violent attacks by aggrieved individuals and vigilante
groups on these alleged witches.

Autor: Mensah Adinkrah
Editora: Berghahnbooks, 344 pp., 2015
ISBN: 978-178-238-560-8
Preço: £68.00 (Hardback)
Encomendas: http://www.berghahn
books.com/title.php?rowtag=Adinkrah
Witchcraft
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Arguing that architecture, as an aesthetic practice, and blackness, as a
linguistic practice, operate within the
same semiotic paradigm, Darell Fields
employs a technique whereby works
are related through the repetition and
revision of their semiotic structures.
Combining an historical survey of racial discourse with new readings resulting from advanced semiotic techniques
doubling as spatial arrangements,
Architecture in Black is an important
contribution to studies of the racial in
Western thought and its impact on architecture, space and time.
Autor: Darell Wayne Fields
Editora: Bloomsbury, 232 pp., 2015
ISBN: 978-147-256-703-1
Preço: $112.00 (Hardcover)
Encomendas: http://www.barnesand
noble.com/w/architecture-in-blackdarell-wayne-fields/1120510685?ean=
9781472567031

Publicações

Black Shame

Civil Uprisings in Modern
Sudan

The Black Pacific. Anti-Colonial Struggles and Oceanic Connections

Black Shame offers a detailed analysis of the recruitment and deployment of – and reactions to – African soldiers in the WWI European
theatre of war.

In the wake of the protests that toppled regimes across the Middle East
in 2011, Sudanese activists and writers have proudly cited their very own
‘Arab Springs’ of 1964 and 1985,
which overthrew the country’s first
two military regimes, as evidence of
their role as political pioneers in the
region. Whilst some of these claims
may be exaggerated, Sudan was indeed unique in the region at the time
in that it witnessed not one but two
popular uprisings which successfully
uprooted military authoritarianisms.

Why have the struggles of the African Diaspora so resonated with
South Pacific people? How have
Maori, Pasifika and Pakeha activists
incorporated the ideologies of the
African diaspora into their struggle
against colonial rule and racism,
and their pursuit of social justice?

In so doing, the book paints a
vivid picture of the wider debates
of race and national identity provoked by the use of African troops
within the main actors on the
WWI scene: France, Britain, Germany and even the US. Drawing
on war-time attitudes, Dick van
Galen Last explores the reality
and long-term consequences of
the participation of African regiments in the post-war occupation
of the German territories.
Wide-ranging, both geographically
and thematically, the first publication of its kind, Black Shame adds
a fresh, truly comparative perspective to the scholarship in the fields
of imperial and military history, as
well as war studies and postcolonial
studies, and will appeal to academics and postgraduate students alike.

Civil Uprisings in Modern Sudan provides the first scholarly book-length history of the 1964 and 1985 uprisings. It
explores the uprisings themselves, their
legacy and the contemporary relevance
they hold in the context of the current
political climate of the Middle East.
The book also contends that the sort
of politics espoused by various kinds
of Islamist during the uprisings can
be interpreted as a form of early ‘postIslamism’, in which Islamist political
agendas were seen to be compatible
with liberalism and democracy.

Autor: Dick van Galen Last
Editora: Bloomsbury, 304 pp., 2015
ISBN: 978-147-252-591-8
Preço: £64.99 (EPub)
Encomendas: http://www.bloomsbury.
com/uk/black-shame-9781472525918/

Autor: W. J. Berridge
Editora: Bloomsbury, 304 pp., 2015
ISBN: 978-147-257-403-9
Preço: $100.99 (EPub)
Encomendas: http://www.bloomsbury.
com/us/civil-uprisings-in-modern-sudan
-9781472574039/
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This book challenges predominant
understandings of the historical
linkages that make up the (post-)
colonial world. The author goes
beyond both the domination of the
Atlantic viewpoint, and the correctives now being offered by South
Pacific and Indian Ocean studies, to
look at how the Atlantic ecumene
is refracted in and has influenced
the Pacific ecumene. The book is
empirically rich, using extensive interviews, participation and archival
work and focusing on the politics of
Black Power and the Rastafari faith.
It is also theoretically sophisticated,
offering an innovative hermeneutical critique of post-colonial and
subaltern studies.

Autor: Robbie Shilliam
Editora: Bloomsbury, 264 pp., 2015
ISBN: 978-147-251-923-8
Preço: £65.00 (Hardback)
Encomendas: http://www.bloomsbury.com
/uk/the-black-pacific-9781472519238/

Publicações

Sex, Power and Slavery

The Libyan Revolution and
its Aftermath

Sexual exploitation was and is a critical feature of enslavement. Across
many different societies, slaves were
considered to own neither their bodies nor their children, even if many
struggled to resist. At the same time,
paradoxes abound: for example, in
some societies to bear the children
of a master was a potential route to
manumission for some women.

This book offers a novel, incisive and wide-ranging account of
Libya’s ‘17 February Revolution’
by tracing how critical towns,
communities and political groups
helped to shape its course. Each
community, whether geographical
(e.g. Misrata, Zintan), tribal/communal (e.g. Beni Walid) or political (e.g. the Muslim Brotherhood)
took its own path into the uprisings and subsequent conflict of
2011, according to their own histories and relationship to Muammar Gaddafi’s regime.

Sex, Power, and Slavery is the first history of slavery and bondage to take sexuality seriously. Twenty-six authors from
diverse scholarly backgrounds look at
the vexed, traumatic intersections of
the histories of slavery and of sexuality. They argue that such intersections
mattered profoundly and, indeed, that
slavery cannot be understood without
adequate attention to sexuality. Sex,
Power, and Slavery brings into conversation historians of the slave trade, art
historians, and scholars of childhood
and contemporary sex trafficking. The
book merges work on the Atlantic
world and the Indian Ocean world
and enables rich comparisons and parallels between these diverse areas.
Autores: Gwyn Campbell; Elizabeth
Elbourne
Editora: Ohioswallow, 704 pp., 2014
ISBN: 978-082-142-096-6
Preço: $85 (Hardcover)
Encomendas:http://www.ohioswallow.
com/book/Sex,+Power,+and+Slavery

The story of each group is told by
the authors, based on reportage
and expert analysis, from the outbreak of protests in Benghazi in
February 2011 through to the transitional period following the end of
fighting in October 2011. They describe the emergence of Libya’s new
politics through the unique stories
of those who made it happen, or
those who fought against it.
Autores: Peter Cole; Brian McQuinn
Hurst (eds.)
Editora: Hurst Publishers, 320 pp., 2015
ISBN: 978-184-904-309-0
Preço: £30.00 (Hardback)
Encomendas: http://www.hurstpublishers
.com/book/the-libyan-revolution-and-itsaftermath/
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Travels in West Africa

Until 1893, Mary Kingsley lived the
typical life of a single Victorian woman, tending to sick relatives and keeping house for her brother. However, on
the death of her parents, she undertook
an extraordinary decision: with no
prior knowledge of the region, she set
out alone to West Africa to pursue her
anthropological interests and collect
botanical specimens. Her subsequent
book, published in 1897, is a testament to understatement and humour
- few explorers made less of the hardships and dangers experienced while
travelling (including unaccompanied
treks through dangerous jungles and
encounters with deadly animals).
Travels in West Africa would challenge
(as well as reinforce) contemporary
Victorian prejudices about Africa, and
also made invaluable contributions to
the fields of botany and anthropology.
Above all, however, it has stood the
test of time as a gripping, classic travel
narrative by a woman whose sense of
adventure and fascination with Africa
transformed her whole life.
Autor: Mary Kingsley
Editora: Penguin, 720 pp., 2015
ISBN: 978-014-139-472-5
Preço: €8.99 (EPub)
Encomendas: http://www.penguin.
co.uk/books/travels-in-west-africa/97
80141394725/

Projetos e bases de dados
Projeto

Bolsas e emprego

Vacancy: Researcher in Urban Studies
The Nordic Africa Institute (NAI) invites applications for the
position of Researcher in Urban Studies. The researcher will
conduct research in the field of urban studies. The institute’s
research has been organized around four distinct clusters, and
the successful applicant will be part of the research cluster on
Urban Dynamics. The researcher we are looking to employ
has an understanding of such trends and issues as well as ongoing sociocultural developments in African cities and will
also participate in the activities pertaining to NAI´s scholarship programs, planning seminars and workshops, and information dissemination to media and policy-makers.

Mozambique: Documentaries
Fascinating interview with Van Lierop (conducted by William Minter): New York | April 16, 2004. Organization:
Africa Information Service. Mozambique Film Project.
A lawyer, filmmaker and long-time activist. Robert
Van Lierop made two films on Mozambique, A Luta
Continua (1972), filmed in the liberated areas during
the struggle for independence, and O Povo Organizado (1976), filmed shortly after independence.

Principal qualifications
- A PhD degree in social sciences or humanities.
- Knowledge of urban studies and/or African urbanity
and African societies.
- Strong communication skills and the ability to work
in a multicultural environment.
- Good writing skills and the ability to present complex issues accessibly to academic, policy-making and
non-academic audiences.
- Experience of fieldwork in African cities, preferably
also from a comparative perspective.
- Contact with researchers, policy-makers, and other
relevant role-players.
- Capacity to interact with stakeholders outside the
academic community.
- Excellent knowledge of spoken and written English.

Van Lierop discusses the Mozambique Liberation
Front (Frelimo) and Frelimo leaders Eduardo Mondlane, Shafrudin Khan, Joaquim Chissano, Valeriano
Ferrao, and Armando Guebuza. Van Lierop says A
Luta Continua was smuggled into South Africa and
shown by the Black Consciousness Movement and
others before the 1976 Soweto uprising. He says Frelimo also smuggled this film into Portugal.
Van Lierop discusses the Mozambique Film Project,
Africa Information Service (AIS), American Committee on Africa, African Liberation Support Committee
(ALSC), Southern Africa Committee, the NAACP, Bob
Brown and the Black Economic Research Center, and
Heywood Burns and the National Conference of Black
Lawyers. Van Lierop also discusses José Ramos Horta,
Tapson Mawere and ZANU, UNITA, and the MPLA.

The contract period will be two years, with the possibility of being extended for two years. The remuneration
package is negotiable within the current levels at NAI.
Closing date for applications: 20 February, 2015.

This interview was conducted as research for the book
No Easy Victories: African Liberation and American Activists over a Half Century, 1950-2000. With assistance
of Aluka (aluka.org), the interview was transcribed and
prepared for presentation on the web. The transcript
was reviewed by the interviewee, and an introduction
was prepared by one of the editors of No Easy Victories.
The transcript also is available on the No Easy Victories
website [http://www.noeasyvictories.org].

Email | nai@nai.uu.se
Web | http://www.nai.uu.se/about/job/researcherin-urban-studi/

Web | http://africanactivist.msu.edu/document_
metadata.php?objectid=32-130-13A4
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Anúncios
Consultor Java para projecto internacional
A Shore é uma empresa de TI que presta serviços de
consultadoria, outsourcing e desenvolvimento de
software no mercado desde 2007.
Encontramo-nos neste momento a recrutar Consultor Java para projecto internacional.
Requisitos

Tecnico Administrativo M/F - Angola

- Licenciatura em Informática
- Exp. mínima de 2 anos em desenvolvimento Java
JPA/hibernate
web services
JSF, JSP
- Experiência em desenvolvimento na área da banca
será valorizada
- Bons conhecimentos de Inglês
- Disponibilidade para projecto internacional com
duração mínima de 6 meses com alocação em
Moçambique
- Disponibilidade imediata ou a curto prazo

Empresa de Construção Civil - Construções Europa
Ar-Lindo S.A. sediada no norte do país, com expansão no mercado internacional pretende recrutar para
a sua empresa do grupo em Angola um Técnico Administrativo M/F.
Reportando à direção, o candidato terá como funções:
- Preparação de documentos contabilísticos;
- Conferência de faturas;
- Controle de pagamentos e compras locais;
- Arquivo;
- Efetuar diariamente depósitos bancários;
- Pagamento de Impostos;
- Gestão administrativa de RH e suporte na preparação do processamento de salários.

Informação do projecto
- Local de trabalho – Moçambique
- Contrato com a Shore
- Duração do projecto – pelo menos 6 meses

Requisitos

Envie-nos a sua candidatura por email indicado em
baixo, mencionando no assunto Java - Moçambique.

- Licenciatura em Contabilidade ou área similar:
- Experiência mínima de 5 anos na função;
- Forte capacidade de agilização de processos e organização;
- Conhecimentos na área controle de gestão, processamento de salários, tesouraria, serão valorizados.

Data | 09-02-2015
Tipo | Tempo Inteiro
Categoria | Informática (Programação)
Referência | # 2348423
Email | jobs@shore.pt
Web | http://www.net-empregos.com/2348423/
consultor-java-para-projecto-internacional/#.
VNnyCuasU08#ixzz3RLIb9KIe

Os candidatos interessados deverão enviar o seu currículo (CV) para o email indicado em baixo.
Data | 10-02-2015
Tipo | Tempo Inteiro
Categoria | Secretariado / Administração
Referência | # 2349504
Email | manuela.goncalves@ar-lindo.pt
Web | http://www.net-empregos.com/2349504/
oferta-emprego/#anuncio#ixzz3RLBxAFu5
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Anúncios
Fabrication Methods Engineer (M/F)

Chamada de colaborações

Antagon International is a company specializing in
the Recruitment & Selection of qualifed middle and
upper positions for the Oil&Gas, Energy and Construction business areas. We work and strive to select
the best candidates for multinational companies in
various countries always with great success. Our Client has a large experience in the Oil&Gas industry
and operates worldwide, always with great success.

Revista Cadernos de Estudos Africanos

Informations
- Internal reference: 15-021.A.01
- Position: Fabrication Methods Engineer
- Location: Angola

A Revista CEA aceita para publicação artigos científicos e recensões bibliográficas sobre realidades africanas
ou relacionadas com África de todas as áreas das ciências sociais (antropologia, ciência política, economia,
história, relações internacionais, sociologia, etc.).

Requirements
- Fluent English (written and spoken)
- Experience in the Oil&Gas Industry and with Fabrication and Fabrication methods

Os manuscritos devem ser originais. Após leitura pela
Comissão Editorial, as contribuições serão avaliadas
em regime de anonimato por 2 referees externos, que
produzirão os respectivos pareceres. Estes serão tidos
em conta na decisão final da CE, oportunamente comunicada aos autores. Os conteúdos publicados são da
responsabilidade dos próprios.

Conditions
- Rotation: 75/21 (75 work days / 21 days paid leave)
- Start date: ASAP
- Working: 6 days; 10 hours, 12 months
- Salary: 4500€ per month
- Accommodation: Provided by the client
- Food: Provided by the client
- Travel: Provided by the client
- Medical Insurance: Provided by the client

Email | cei@iscte.pt
Web | http://cei.iscte-iul/cadernosafricanos

Ficha Técnica
PROPRIEDADE

Please, send us your current CV in English to the
email below with the internal reference number in the
subject. If your application meets the experience and
expertise required, we will contact you in the shortest
time. On the other hand, if you don’t hear from us
within 2 weeks from the date of this offer, please consider that your CV was not selected for this position.

Centro de Estudos Africanos
da Universidade do Porto

EDIÇÃO

José Ramiro Pimenta

GRAFISMO

Henriqueta Antunes

EDIÇÃO ONLINE

Email | cv@antagon.pt
Web | http://www.net-empregos.com/2343380/fabrication-methods-engineer-m-f-ref-15-021a01/

Raquel Cunha

Colabore...
Envie-nos informações ou artigos que considere
relevantes e que possam ser inseridos no âmbito
desta publicação. O Boletim Africanista conta
com a sua preciosa contribuição!
Boletim Africanista
Via Panorâmica, s/n
4150-564 Porto
 bafricanista@africanos.eu
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